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The Definitive Guide to iReport (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
JasperForge.org is the open source development portal for the JasperSoft Business Intelligence Suite, the JasperSoft Business Intelligence solution that delivers comprehensive tools for data access, data integration, analysis, and reporting, including iReport. This definitive, authoritative book covers the following:
	Covers iReport...
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Professional Hibernate (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
What is this book about?
    This book is written for professional Java developers who already understand how to build server-side Java applications.Ð’  The book assumes no previous experience with Hibernate, thoughÐ’ readers should have aÐ’ general familiarity with databases and Web development.    
...
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Hibernate in ActionManning Publications, 2004
Hibernate practically exploded on the Java scene. Why is this open-source tool so popular?  Because it automates a tedious task: persisting your Java objects to a relational database. The inevitable mismatch between your object-oriented code and the relational database requires you to write code that maps one to the other. This code is often...
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Drools JBoss Rules 5.X Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	For Java developers this is the ultimate guide to coding business rules using the Drools platform. It's a chance to get a deep grounding in it all through a logical step by step approach using many real-life examples.

	
		Learn the power of Drools as a platform for writing your business rules
	
		Learn the power...
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Hibernate Search by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2013

	Explore the Hibernate Search system and use its extraordinary search features in your own applications


	Overview

	
		Add search capability to your custom applications
	
		Integrate with the core Hibernate system, using traditional APIs or JPA
	
		Write search queries in no time that may...
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Grails 2: A Quick-Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Grails is a full-stack web development framework that enables you to build complete web applications in a fraction of the time and with less code than other frameworks. Grails uses the principle of convention over configuration and the dynamic Groovy programming language.

	

	This revised and updated new edition shows you how to...
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